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Answer from both the section as directed. The figures in the right-hand margin

SECTION-A
1. Answer the following questions:

(a) What is the scientific name of HIV ?

O) Where does protein synthesis take place ?

(c) How do chromosome replicate ?

(d) What is intracellular digestion ?

(e) The most common solid tumor - brest colon etc. arise in which cells ?

(0 How many filamentous structure together comprise the cytoskeleton ?
(g) Give one example of chromosomal abnormalities.

O) Oncogenes do no encode for ... .. . ... . .. .. . ..... ?

(D Nuclear organizer regions (NOR) is found in ........................... ?

0) What is the another name of Lysosomes ?

2. Answer the following questions

(a) How do yeasts reproduce ?

O) What is the structure of peroxisomes

(c) What is the DNA function ?

(d) What is the function of proto oncogenes ?

(e) What is the main function of nucleolus ?

SECTION-B
Answer the following questions

UNIT-I
3. Describe the general organization and characteristics of Sv40 and HIV viruses.

.oR
Explain basic ideas of its application as vectors for gene cloning.

UNIT.II
4. Describe ultra structure and function of Lysosomes.

OR
Explain synthesis and targeting of mitochondrial, mitochondrial protein.

tJI\tIT-III
5. Describe the difference between normal cells and cancer cells.

OR
Write short notes :

(a) Biochemical changes (b) Cytoskeleton

UNIT.IV
6. Describe the general idea ofoncogenes and proto oncogenes.

OR
Write short notes :

(a) Transfonningagents.

O) Tumor suppressor geameses.
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